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AN
INTRODUCTION

The event industry, made up of events of all shapes and sizes, is worth around
£42 billion to the UK economy and is growing year on year. Our ‘Ultimate
Guide to Event Registration’ focuses primarily on the trade exhibition,
consumer event and conference market and discusses the options available for
event organisers and the things to consider when selecting your registration
partner.

London, England



Event registration is the process in which
an individual registers to attend an event
and the journey in which they follow from
initially submitting their details via your
event registration form to arriving onsite
at the venue. It’s worth noting at this point
that an individual registering to attend an
event and turning up on the day are two
entirely different KPI’s and both are
important metrics to track across each
event.

So... what is event registration?

This guide has been created for event
organisers of all shapes and sizes whether
you run a one-day conference of 100
delegates or a trade and consumer show
with 40,000+ visitors. Our guide will open
your eyes to the advanced solutions
available for event marketing teams to
utilise throughout registration and explains
how these tools can be used to streamline
processes in order to firstly; improve the
visitor journey and secondly; improve the
quality of the data you gather from your
audience. Whether you are new to the
industry or are a seasoned professional;
this guide is full of useful information,
hints and tips for improving your
registration process.

Who is this guide for?

Manchester, England



For ease, our guide is broken down into sections covering Pre-Event
Registration, Onsite Registration, Reporting, and Additional Services. The guide
follows the visitor journey throughout each stage while taking a look into the
advanced tools and solutions available for event organisers to use throughout
the registration process to enhance the visitor journey. It will also look at how
to improve the data exhibitors gather from their leads at your event and how
you as an organiser can streamline processes while gathering valuable, high
quality data to improve future and existing marketing campaigns, not to mention
your understanding of your audience.

What’s in this guide?

Alongside every registration platform is an event marketing team who will work
in close relationship with your registration provider. Your event marketing team
will be critical in your events success and the number of registrations you
achieve. As referred to in numerous points within this guide, every marketing
team will, ideally, have access to additional software solutions, whether
provided by your registration partner or an external provider, being email
marketing software, a data management solution and a customer insight /
survey tool. This will allow marketing campaigns to run alongside your event
registration platform to maximise event registrations whilst handling data
securely in a GDPR compliant fashion.

What else is needed for your registration process to be
successful?



If you run an event, you'll appreciate that getting people in the door is critical
to its success. Jonas Event Technology are an award winning event registration
provider across the trade, consumer and conference market who have helped
event organisers do exactly that over nearly three decades. We have
continually improved our software and onsite solutions as the industry has
evolved allowing us to be a leading provider of registration services. Whether
you run a large trade show or a small conference our solutions can be scaled up
or down to meet your needs while providing the very best customer service
with a consultative approach. We want both event organisers and their
attendees to have the best registration experience.

We have written this guide to assist event organisers with the registration
process while giving an insight into the solutions available and how they can be
used. In doing this, it will not only allow for improved understanding of
registration, but it will allow for organisers to analyse their own process to
improve the visitor journey and the quality of data they hold, hopefully helping
to make the next event the best one yet.

Who are Jonas Event Technology….and why have we
written this guide?

Buenos Aires, Argentina



PRE-EVENT
REGISTRATION

Pre-registration allows your visitors to submit their details, usually via a
registration form, to register to attend your event. Many people working outside
of the events industry may think this is a little over the top but your registration
form can have a huge impact on the visitor journey throughout registration and
can dramatically affect the quality of data that you receive on each individual. 

Well thought out forms will allow for high quality data on your audience to be
collected improving your marketing campaigns effectiveness and improving
registration to attendee conversion rates.

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil



When designing your registration form, the layout and questions you ask
should be an exercise you plan out carefully while considering ‘what am I going
to use the data I am collecting for’ and ‘how is this data going to improve my
current and future marketing campaigns’? If the data you collect from your
current form is just filed away and not tracked or used within your marketing
campaigns then it may be time to rethink your registration form to really
enhance the data you are collecting and how you use it. An overly long
registration process can put some people off registering.

The Event Registration Form

A modern and visually appealing registration form tailored to your
event is a must to allow for a seamless registration experience for your
visitors. Being directed to a form which doesn’t look and feel like your
event may give the wrong impression to your visitors and may result in
abandoned registrations.

So… what does an event registration form look like?

Sydney, Australia



Your registration form should be customisable allowing you to collect all the
contact details you require along with question responses for your data
gathering and payment if required. Being able to register multiple visitor types
whether by a single registration form or multiple forms is a must, allowing for
visitors, speakers, VIP’s or exhibitors to all register their place at your event.

A non-negotiable in this day and age is mobile responsiveness as more and
more event registrations are being completed on a mobile device. Having a
form that doesn’t display properly on a mobile device or makes it difficult to
complete the registration process directly from the user’s mobile will
dramatically affect the number of abandoned registrations. Of course, a B2B
event will still have large number of individuals registering at work on their
desktop device but as more and more individuals work on the move being able
to register from a mobile phone quickly and simply is a necessity.

What features should your registration form include?

London, England



Mandatory Fields
 
Having mandatory fields on sections of your registration form will ensure that
individuals complete all the essential fields and questions you ask allowing you
to capture all the data required for year on year tracking and marketing
purposes. It also ensures that visitors submit all information required for their
badges and allows for duplicates to be recognised for when individuals register
twice to the same event by mistake.
 
Built-in Data Validation
 
Ensuring your registration form features a number of data validation checks will
improve data accuracy. From simply checking a required field is completed to
more advanced validation including checking case is used correctly, telephone
numbers are converted to the correct format based upon the country selected,
email addresses are formatted correctly and are real (for example, the server
actually exists and new email domain types such as .events, .london etc are
valid) are all essential in improving data accuracy throughout the registration
journey. If a user submits a made-up email address they will not receive their
ticket or email confirmation reducing the possibility of them actually attending.

Ensuring UK postcodes are validated by using a postcode look-up function and
non-UK country addresses are collected in the format appropriate to that
country will also ensure the data received is as clean and as accurate as
possible with minimal user effort.

How can I improve the accuracy of my data collected
through our registration form?



Alternative user journey depending on
user responses
 
Configuring your registration form to allow
for alternative user journey flows based
upon the responses given by the user will
allow for you to receive high quality,
tailored data while creating a seamless
visitor registration experience. This data
will be highly valuable to marketeers
allowing segmentation to be used at its
best within your email marketing tool
along with high quality year on year
tracking of data to really get to know your
audience and industry trends.
Multiple registration forms can also be
used for different visitor types to allow
press, VIPs, speakers etc to register
through a different form to visitors.

Right, I have different ticket
types and different options
available for different visitor
types? How can I streamline the
process?

Kuta Selatan, Indonesia



Demographics and Segments
 
Demographic questions have always formed part of the registration process
although can you honestly say you use all the responses given and have you
really thought about the questions you ask? Rethinking your demographic
questions and using segmentation will mean you start using data gathered
effectively by tailoring your marketing campaigns based upon individual
interests. By tracking the data you collect year on year can provide valuable
insight into your audience and industry trends and allow you to tailor your
events to the industry as it evolves.

Tracking, Tracking, Tracking….
 
Tracking where your registrations come from will give you a huge insight into
which of your marketing campaigns are working and have the greatest impact
on your audience. Having unique tracking codes for registration form links
within your marketing campaigns will allow for you to drill down into your data
and tailor your campaigns to your audience. This tracking can be within the
event registration system or integrated with Google Analytics, or both.
 
Advanced Tracking - Co-Branded Exhibitor Registration Pages
 
Co-branded exhibitor registration pages allow for your exhibitors to have a
unique registration page with their branding and information displayed. This
allows your exhibitors to send out a unique trackable registration form to their
customer base allowing you to enhance your marketing exposure by utilising
your exhibitor networks.

How can I improve our marketing campaigns using my pre-
registration data?



Registration Vetting – Approve or Deny
 
Having an approve and deny process is a great way to vet visitors to your
event. This allows you as the organiser to check a new registration against a
certain criteria before approving the registration.
Registrations could be automatically approved depending on responses to
certain demographics or can be manually approved by an organiser receiving an
email detailing the attendee’s details. Having a customisable email reply
triggered based upon the visitor either being approved or denied while allowing
for visitor types to be changed by your team before the response is sent, if
required, will ensure your audience is tailored specifically to the event. This is
not only likely to improve your registration to attendee conversations but is a
huge selling point to exhibitors as the audience attending is cherry picked full
of industry specialists.

I need to vet my registrations as I am running a specialist
event, can I action this through the registration process?

New Delhi, India



Pre-Pop Registration Pages
 
To help streamline the visitor journey, previous year visitors can be sent a link
to a pre-populated registration form with all their details already filled in as
soon as registration opens. This allows your visitors to easily and quickly check
their details are correct and then submit their registration within seconds –
depending on demographics, this can even be one-click.

Can I make the registration process quicker and simpler for
returning visitors?

Social Registrations

There are social media plugins available that allow individuals to register to
your event using their social media profile and then share the details with their
network. These widgets can be built directly into your registration form
allowing for a quick registration process, maximising your event exposure
across your visitor’s social media networks.

Is there a way for visitors to register using their social
media accounts?

Additional Form Functionality Features

As part of completing your registration as a visitor, you may find the need to
edit your booking, alter the seminar sessions you wish to attend, add a
colleague to your booking or add the event to your outlook diary. Being able to
do this simply and quickly without having to register an account for each event
is highly desirable and being able to access this by your confirmation email that
is automatically triggered off the back of the registration is an efficient way to
do so.

Can my visitor add a colleague or add the date to their
calendar through the registration process?



Seminar Planner
 
Whether a small conference or a large
trade show it is likely your event will have
speakers in dedicated seminar rooms. 
Having a dedicated seminar booking form
can be advantageous to assess the
popularity of sessions prior to the event.

Being able set limits to the number of
people the room can hold, to be able to
charge for the session if necessary, to stop
visitors from booking sessions which
overlap and to ensure that the details are
clearly visible are all vital ingredients of a
user-friendly session planner.

Using a session planner couples well with
scanning visitors into seminar sessions
onsite mentioned later within this guide.

I have bookable seminar
sessions, can this form part of
the registration process?

Antibes, France



Payment Gateways
 
Having a payment gateway linked to your
registration form is essential when taking
payments for your conference or event.
Having the option to use either your own
payment gateway or your registration
providers will allow you to handle financial
transactions with ease throughout the
registration process. Having further
options as invoice only should also be
available for your visitors as with some
certain sectors/organisations access to
credit cards can be difficult and PO’s will
need to be raised in order to attend your
conference. Being able to track which of
your delegates have paid and have
outstanding invoices and being able to
reconcile these payments at the end of the
registration process with quick payment of
monies, is essential.

We charge our delegates to
attend our conference, can we
use our merchant account?

Pisa, Italy



ONSITE
REGISTRATION

There are many different onsite registration options available depending upon
the requirements of your event. 

The following section covers the basics to give you an insight into the badging,
hardware and staffing options available so you can see what a standard event
would consist of.

Los Angeles, USA



PDF (Print at Home) Badges
 
Print at home PDF Badges are becoming ever more popular with organisers,
allowing visitors to print their badges before the event and bypass the queues
onsite as they arrive at the venue. Off the back of registering, an automated
email is sent out to the visitor with their PDF badge attached ready for printing
with all their details along with a barcode/QR code displayed. This barcode
allows for the front of house scanning team to scan the visitor into the venue,
which gathers vital attendance details, and also allows exhibitors opting for a
lead capture service to receive these details when they scan a lead.

This PDF badge is folded and can be placed into a badge holder onsite which is
then connected to a lanyard, or can be connected straight to a lanyard itself.
PDF Badges can have different colours on them for different visitor types
which is automatically displayed on the badges based upon information
received during the registration process. PDF Badges can be different sizes, if
required, to match onsite stock and they can be used for every single visitor
type. Reminder emails can be sent on the final run up days to the event to
remind visitors to bring their badge (and to attend the event!), reducing the
number of individuals who forget to bring it with them on the day. PDF badges
couple with onsite badging options for walk ins and also forgotten badges and
reduces queues on site as many visitors arriving can walk straight through to
front of house scanning.
 
Postal Badges
 
Some organisers opt for pre-printed postal badges meaning each visitor has
their badge posted to them prior to the event which can be peeled off the
bottom of a letter. This method usually sees greater number of attendees
bringing badges as it requires limited effort and offers a great personal touch to
your visitors. Understandably this method is more expensive than other
badging options due to the cost of postage. Using this method just for VIP's (for
example), is one of the more common uses of postal badges.
 

Badge Types



Pre-Printed Badges
 
For smaller events, conferences and awards shows, pre-printed badges can be
an option meaning visitors arriving can collect their badge from a member of
staff without having to remember a confirmation email or PDF Badge. Using
pre-printed badges works well for events up to around 250 delegates/visitors
and will reduce the number of terminals and staff required onsite to print
badges, thus reducing the cost.

Onsite Badge Stock
 
There are multiple types of onsite badge stock available allowing for both single
and double-sided printing options. These include both double sided self-
adhesive badges and single sided stock that can be placed into a badge holder
and connected to a lanyard, or connected straight to a lanyard directly for a
greener option. Having your logo and event details pre-printed in colour prior
to the event is standard practice with over printing in black onsite with the
visitor details and barcode. Colour printing can be achieved onsite using laser
printers although the speed of printing reduces and the cost of printing
increases meaning colour printing, if necessary, is often better completed prior
to the event.
 
Plastic Card ID Badges
 
Plastic credit card style badges can be used and can be printed with a picture
on them to be used as exhibitor or ID badges for visitors/exhibitors. This can
work extremely well for high profile events and even for exhibitor badging to
stop exhibitors handing out free passes to their customers/friends/families at
paid for events.
 
Badge Holders
 
Badge holders are usually required for some onsite badge types and also to
house PDF tickets. There are plain or coloured badge holder options available
as some organisers like to use different coloured badge holders to denote a
certain visitor type.
 



Lanyards
 
Lanyards are required to connect to badge holders and onsite badge stock for
visitors to hang around their neck.  Lanyards can be used to denote visitor
types for exhibitors to easily identify potential customer types or printed
lanyards can be used if you have a sponsor for your event.
Badges are best displayed on a visitor to allow for quick front of house
scanning and for identification purposes for exhibitors, especially those
exhibitors opting for lead capture services as it allows for quick and easy
scanning of the visitor’s badges.
 
Exhibitor Badging
 
Badging exhibitors can be achieved the same way as badging your visitors.
Exhibitors can have a dedicated registration form to submit their details and
they can be supplied with PDF tickets prior to the event or you can have a
dedicated exhibitor collection desk on build up day and throughout the event
for exhibitors to collect their badges.
A limit system could be included on the exhibitor registration form to ensure
only an allocated number of exhibitors receive a badge with the option of
charging for additional passes if required.
  
Barcode / QR Codes
 
It’s worth mentioning here that having barcodes printed on each badge that are
unique to each individual is needed to allow for accurate onsite attendee
reporting and to allow for exhibitors to utilise lead capture services. The
barcodes link directly to the details provided by the individual at registration
allowing for quick scanning of attendees onsite meaning their contact details
can be handed over quickly and efficiently.



The onsite hardware required at your event will depend entirely on your
badging options and also the number of attendees expected per day of your
event. An event that, for example, has pre-printed badges will obviously require
less onsite badge printing terminals compared to a conference opting to print
badges onsite.
This section details the onsite badging and registration terminal options
available for event organisers and how they couple with the badging options
discussed previously.
 
Onsite Terminals
 
There are different types of badging and registration terminals available for use
onsite at your event. These fall into the following categories:
·         Self-service onsite registration
·         Manned onsite registration
·         Query terminals
·         Badge collection terminals (manned or unmanned)
·         Exhibitor registration terminals

Hardware

Chicago, USA



Self-Service Onsite Registrations
 
Visitors who arrive at your event without pre-registering will need to submit
their details to you and collect their badge. This can be at either a manned
terminal or at a self-serve registration terminal onsite. Upon submitting their
details, a badge will be printed for the visitor to use to enter the event.

Revenue Generation Opportunity…
Why not have a sponsor advertise on your onsite registration form to generate
revenue from your onsite registration?
 
Manned Query and Customer Service Terminals
 
In an instance where a visitor forgets their badge and also the confirmation
email, they can then visit a manned query terminal allowing a secure retrieval of
their registration details for a badge to be printed. A manned query desk also
assists with any customer service enquiries, onsite payments where required,
and the option to vet visitors arriving and registering onsite.

Lisbon, Portugal



Badge Collection Terminals
 
Badge collection terminals are used when PDF badges haven’t been used (or
have been forgotten) and when visitors are sent a confirmation email to collect
their badge onsite when they arrive. Within their confirmation email they will
have a barcode that can be scanned at the badge collection terminal, or they
can opt to submit their reference number, allowing for their badge to be
printed.
 
Exhibitor Badge Collection Terminals
 
Exhibitors who have registered for your event should access their exhibitor
badges onsite at dedicated exhibitor badging terminals set-up on build up day
and throughout the event. This means exhibitors and visitors collect badges
separately meaning there is no confusion with badge types onsite.
 
Front of House Scanning
 
As all badges will be barcoded, attendees should be scanned into the event
allowing for critical attendee data to be recorded for analysis post event
(covered in the reporting section later in this guide). Depending on the scanner
type this data can either be uploaded throughout the day or, if preferably, real-
time front of house scanning can be used to track attendees entering your
event in real time.
 
Seminar Scanning
 
If your event has seminar sessions individuals should be scanned into each
session providing you with the details of each visitor who attended the session. 



Having the option to use staff supplied by your registration provider can free
up your own internal teams’ resources allowing them to meet and greet your
visitors and have those meaningful conversations and build relationships.
Furthermore, having a manager onsite to oversee the registration area, manage
the onsite staff, liaise with security and act as your personal problem solver can
be invaluable in managing the registration process as visitors arrive.
 
Onsite Manager
 
Having an onsite manager with years’ of experience of managing onsite event
registration services at both large-scale exhibitions (trade and consumer) and
smaller complex conferences can streamline processes and reduce queues.
Registration companies should have onsite managers who are all fully trained
and are experts in event registration, software, hardware and customer service.
Arriving on the day of build-up they will ensure the registration area is set-up
and prepared, staff are trained and ready for the event and they will offer
support to exhibitors who take up lead capture services.

Staffing

Porto, Portugal



Front of House Scanning
 
It is recommended that large trade shows and consumer events opt for front of
house staffing as part of the onsite registration package to manage
registrations, queues and customer service queries. Front of house teams are
trained by the onsite manager prior to the event to ensure they understand the
event, the processes and the onsite set-up. All front of house staff should offer
a professional experience to visitors with exceptional levels of customer service
to ensure the visitor registration journey is seamless.
Smaller conferences or events can opt to provide their own front of house staff
which is most often their own internal employees. Again, the onsite manager
can oversee the registration area and will train your team members on their
roles and what will be required from them throughout the event.
 
Seminar Session Scanning
 
As mentioned previously, seminar sessions can be configured with an
attendance scanner which couples with an online seminar planning tool. All
attendance data should be available to the organiser post session for review. 



REPORTING

Having access to a reporting solution pre-show, onsite and post event is
essential for your marketing and event team to analyse data so you know what is
going well and what is not going so well. Being able to use this data to alter your
marketing campaigns based on the results you are seeing can improve the
number of registrations you achieve and also your registration to attendee
conversions.

The following points detail some great examples of how reporting can empower
your event marketing teams and the tools and solutions that are available.

Paris, France



Identifying Registration Source
 
Registrations can be tracked across events by using unique URLs for each
marketing campaign, whether that is by email, social media or another method.
By changing the end of the URL for each campaign means that any visitor
registering by clicking the link will associate that registration with the
campaign. This data can then be analysed to see the effectiveness of each
campaign and which had the greatest effect on registrations.
 
Branded Affiliate Links – Co-branded Exhibitor Pages
 
Co-branded exhibitor registration pages allow for your exhibitors to have a
unique registration page with their branding and information displayed. This
allows your exhibitors to send out a unique trackable registration form to their
customer base allowing you to enhance your marketing exposure by utilising
your exhibitor networks. This will allow you as the organiser to see which
exhibitors have the most impact on your registrations and also allows you to
maximise your event exposure by utilising your exhibitor’s customer base.

Pre-Registration Reporting

Cabarete, Dominican Republic



Engagement Reporting and Abandoned
Registrations
 
Incomplete registrations will allow you to
see how many individuals didn’t complete
the full registration process. This can
enable you to send a follow up email /
contact to see if they are still planning to
attend and to prompt them to complete
their registration.
 
Custom Reporting Solutions
 
Having a custom reporting solution
allowing you to access pre-build reports
within an easy to use dashboard can really
improve the success of your registration
process and can also save huge amounts of
time for members within your events team.
Being able to view reports that show
registrations landing on a week by week
basis with time line events of each
marketing campaign can show instantly the
impact on registrations and where your
team are against KPI’s. Being able to track
other important KPI’s on a dashboard
tailored with what is relevant to your
event and team means you no longer need
to export your data and build reports
yourself, freeing up your team to focus on
maximising registrations.

Lisbon, Portugal



Onsite reporting allows for organisers to see attendance figures throughout the
event as they unfold. Being able to see this information and then act upon it
can help increase your registration to attendee conversion ratios and also gives
you an insight into how your flow of visitors arrive onsite, which can help when
planning your registration area for next years event.
Below are a few examples of how onsite reporting could help you at your
events.
 
Real-Time Attendance Reporting
 
Being able to report on your attendance in real-time has many advantages. As
the front of house team scan your visitors through the doors, being able to see
who these people are from the organisers office means you can see and
broadcast information throughout the event. Furthermore to this, it allows you
to report to see if certain individuals have arrived and reach out to welcome
them to the event.
Another great example is being able to report who has registered but not yet
attended (perhaps those within 10 miles of the venue) to send updates to
prompt them to attend either later that day or the following day. This can help
improve your attendee numbers and engage with your audience while they are
at your event.

Onsite Reporting

Estepona, Spain



Visitor Flow Reporting
 
Being able to report upon visitor flows
across your event allow for better planning
of your registration area. Using this data
your registration partner will be able to
analyse the figures to see how many
terminals, what types of terminals and the
number of staff members required to fulfil
your event registration effectively.
 
Exhibitor Lead Capture Reporting
 
When opting for a stand package, you will
have access to how many leads your
exhibitors are scanning throughout the
event. This is great data for your sales
team trying to rebook exhibitors on the
day for the following year as they can see
how successful the event has been. On the
contrary, exhibitors not performing so well
can be talked with to see if they require
any help or whether they are not
maximising the opportunities that are
walking by.



In addition to the pre-show and during reports, your reporting dashboard
should be powerful, robust and sophisticated with advanced filtering options to
display your data clearly with clean graphical representation, wherever you are.

The need to wait for reports in a spreadsheet post-event should now be long
gone with access to data in an online dashboard. 

Post-Show Reporting

Amarillo, USA

Data Storage
Storing your data in a secure system is obviously of great importance, and there
should be steps taken to ensure that you use a GDPR compliant system. Storing
your data with the registration provider can offer extra benefits, including
being able to access year-on-year reports and compare all shows within a
portfolio. This extra data allows for enhanced marketing opportunities,
especially if the database can link up with your email marketing provider.



EXHIBITOR
LEAD CAPTURE

An option that most event organisers now offer to their exhibitors is a Lead
Capture service allowing exhibiting personnel to purchase a handheld scanner or
mobile app for them to scan visitors badges to instantly record their contact
details. These details can be supplemented by qualifying questions that can be
configured by the exhibitor pre-event and, if opting for an app, even further
functionality features including the ability to record voice notes, take photos and
make notes.

Offering exhibitors a lead capture solution is a great way for them to measure
and improve their ROI, and in turn, make them more likely to rebook their stand
for future years.

Los Angeles, USA



EMAIL
MARKETING

Having an email marketing solutions is important as it provides two very
important services. Firstly, it can be used to market to your mailing list in order
to get people to register for your event. Secondly, it can remind those who have
already registered and keep them updated on the event as it gets closer, helping
keep that percentage of registee to attendee high.

All email marketing software should offer the basics, such as an intuitive email
builder, in-depth reporting features, data upload, testing and segmentation tools.
Software that can do all of the above and link with other areas of event
registration, such as with the registration forms and database can be hugely
beneficial as it will reduce the time taken to carry out tasks and enhance
marketing capabilities.

Los Angeles, USA



NPS SURVEY
TOOL

There are obviously a number of metrics you can use to track the success of
your event, but the clearest indicator of whether your attendees got the most
out of it is to ask them. 

The best way to do this is by using a survey tool that includes a Net Promoter
Score® calculation. This is a globally recognised loyalty measure that can be
used to collect feedback and gauge loyalty with just one question that takes
seconds to answer. 

These responses can inform your decision making for future events, with
comments, views, opinions and feedback taking the guess-work out of what's
working and what's not. 

Chicago, USA



COVID-19
UPDATE

The Future of Events
It is hopeful that trade shows are seen and promoted by the Government as a great 
way to reboot the economy and bring industries together. 

There has been a shift to online (albeit likely mainly in the short term) and hybrid 
events. Face to face mixed with online could become the norm, allowing high 
profile visitors to attend and lower profile visitors allowed to engage online.

Keys to the success of future events is going to be visitor and exhibitor confidence 
around their safety and companies being keen to spend their marketing budgets at 
events. Ensuring the safety of visitors and exhibitors by measures put in place by 
venue, registration company and organiser will assist with pre-event marketing, 
whilst keeping brands alive and potential attendees engaged is going to be crucial.

Suggested Changes

• Limited capacity – flow management, with entry and exit scanning
• Print at home badges
• Reduced exhibitor personnel per stand
• Contactless solutions for entry, badge printing and seminars
• Test and Trace implemented
• Social distancing including seminars
• PPE, masks
• Temperature monitoring / scanning
• Increase cleaning and sanitation



COVID-19 UPDATE
- SOLUTIONS

Pre-Registration
With a limited capacity, vetting of registrations could be important. Organisers
may want to be able to approve registrations to ensure quality over quantity.
A system for setting hour, session or day limits could be necessary.
Onsite
Live front of house scanning (limit capacity and then 1 in one out) could form
part of a visitor flow management strategy.

Limited Capacity

Badges
PDF Print at Home Badges, which many trade shows do already.
Pre-Registration
Registrations could send automatic PDF Print at home badges (depending on
approval process), with reminder emails to bring these an important part of
pre-event marketing.
For those that do forget, contact free barcode scanning should be operational. 
Onsite
Options of live access to web registration for walk-ins and self service
contactless registration.

Reduced Exhibitor Personnel Per Stand
Pre-Registration
Setting up limits on exhibitor registration forms to the required number of
personnel can assist with managing numbers where capacity might be limited.
Onsite
Scanning Exhibitors into the hall and using Exhibitor Print at Home Badges



COVID-19 UPDATE
SOLUTIONS

There could be a ban on handouts and swapping of business cards so contactless
lead capture will be of key importance. Exhibitors can use an app to scan the
visitors barcode on their badge to collect their contact details with the ability to
make notes/record voice notes against the individual to save writing things
down.

Onsite Lead Capture

Onsite Options
There are a number of additional onsite options which can be used to keep
everyone safe, with most being used successfully in other sectors and, with
the above, help the events industry survive and thrive. 
Eg.
Thermal imaging / temperature checks upon arrival
Sanitation points / hand washing facilities
Visitors directed / signposted to correct lane, 
Entry/Exit lanes
Spaced layout of registration terminals
Social distancing
Contactless collection
Staff in PPE, masks

Assist with Test and Trace
The registration system will allow organisers to know who is in the hall at any
time. Therefore, it's vital to ensure contact details are mandatory throughout
registration.



THANKS FOR
READING

Thanks for taking the time to read our 'Ultimate Guide to Event Registration'. 

Should you have any questions, or would like to discuss how Jonas Event
Technology can help you with your next event, visit www.jonas.events.

Jonas Event Technology
Award winning provider of event registration for organisers of trade shows,
consumer events and conferences.

https://jonas.events

